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Alternative Transportation Fee
Advisory Board 2018-2019
March 4th, 2019 5:30pm
Lory Student Center Room 304
Draft
Recorded by: Andrea Fairfield
I.

Call to Order

II.

Attendance

Name

Title

Affiliation

Hanna Johnson
Zach Vaishampian
Andrea Fairfield
Gina McCrackin

Chair
Representative
Representative
Associate

Chair
ASCSU At Large
ASCSU At Large

Patricia Vail

Ag Sciences
Business

yes

CVMBS

yes

Jordan Schlitzer
Michael Townsend

Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate

Present?
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

Engineering

Wendell Stainsby
Michelle LaCrosse

Representative
Associate

Graduate School

Miguel Ojeda

Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate
Representative
Associate

HHS

yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Liberal Arts

yes

Natural Sciences

yes

Undeclared

yes

Warner College

yes

Noah Fishman
Max Drummond

Josh Lindell
Adam Wilson
Kalyn O’Byrne
Dominique Ashe
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III.

Approval of Minutes from Last Meeting
a. Approved? Yes

Motion to approve: Josh Lindell
Second: Zack Vishampian
IV.

Discussion about the projects:
a. MD- hughes way trail impacts the most students which is his first
place, will get a lot of use, don’t agree with ranking SkiSU so low
because it is a good marketing scheme for the university. Everything
else agreed with
b. PV-agrees with hughes trail! and roundabout is higher than it should
be. SkiSU is a modest proposal however there is the potential for
them to become more self sufficient which would be contingent on
his/her voting towards this. Rams ride right might not have the
biggest impact since its more free stuff.
c. DA-hughes way trail increases and enables more traffic via cars
sounds like it is going to be funded already so he/she thinks it will be
more beneficial to fund other areas that don’t have other funding
sources. E-bikes maybe partially fund instead of the full funding
amount.
d. MO- Roundabout is top, Transit stops good idea how it pertains to
this board, rams ride right is still just more free stuff.
e. AF-Hughes way
f. JL- Hughes way is biggest because of safety. SkiSU very small scope of
who it is effecting. CSU bikes was a negative case because bikes
chases since they are electric and won’t increase enforcement,
subsidizing the police department, Roundabout was a big concern
g. KB-Hughes way #1, funding for roundabout through senate? SkiSU
influences a small part of the student body even though everyone is
paying for it. Bikes-no more than 3.
h. MT-If we don’t fund Hughes way we could fund everything else. It is a
lot of cash to drop on one project. SkiSU same as everyone else.
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Pro-spoke. Bikes are a good project to help with accessibility on
campus instead of using cars.
i. JS-agrees with top three, most of the funding for hughes way for
partial funding since we did a trails project last year and it’s
important to funding other areas of campus. Spoke is important
(partial fund). E-bikes similar to what is already been said. SkiSU
reviewing budget to cut funding but support a little bit. No rams ride
right and covered stops.
j. ZV- If we didn’t fund hughes way we could fund everything else.
Covered transit stops aren’t important to him/her. SkiSU knows
people who brought cars just to ski, but should fund only if increases
$25. The spoke is good! Hold on roundabout to see if senate funds it.
Ram’s Ride right say we fund it since it’s a small request. Go to
facilities and see if they will take the remaining amount of money.
k. AW-Hughes way give some money to after we have funded other
projects. SkiSU and Spoke are important
l. WS-Whatever is left for Hughes way. Ram’s Ride right is good since it
is a small amount. SkiSU and Spoke represent the campus. Police
bikes make him/her uneasy.
m. (JS)-Hughes way should get the remaining sum from whatever else
we fund. SkiSU is important since there are a lot of people and it is
cheap to transport people. CSU PD a lot of kick-back from students
that they talked to. Feedback from Liberal Arts Council about bike
chases on campus, and anywhere they can enforce dismount zones
can be done on a normal bike.
n. NF-Funding just the bike trail for the Hughes way plan. Agrees with
Spoke, SkiSU could improve budgeting and should increase ticket
price but would still fund. Neutral on Ram’s Ride Right. CSU Bikes not
sure if that is within the scope of ATFAB.
V.
Questions/Comments
Q-AW PD Funding and subsidizing?
A- Funding comes from tuition. TEET and BEET funds which are self-funded and
not sure which fund they would be funding them out of. Enforcement is part of
what makes us a Platinum rated university
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Comment-KBShouldn’t fund their conference only the bikes
Comment: JL-We should disregard Covered Transit Stops and University Ave,
$150K for Hughes way and we could still fund everything else
Comment: MT-Likes JL’s plan since there aren’t many of us who are for the transit
stops. University ave will probably be funded through the Senate. E-Bikes we
might be getting lost in some of the details but should remember the bigger
pictures that we are so bike friendly that we have Police Bikes. Agrees with
majority for partial funding of Hughes way
Comment: PV- Covered Transit Stops where presented poorly but aren’t terrible
and shouldn’t be placed as far back but doesn’t necessarily mean we should fund
them. E-Bikes are apart of the 10 year vision which needs to be accounted for
which might not be in the budget for the PD. Wouldn’t vote for 5 full bikes
though. Would get rid of the university study and transit stops.
Comment: MD-Hard to talk with his college council and talked to people in his
computer labs and police had a negative viewpoint. If they wanted to increase
safety they should monitor more areas and not sure that would help with
monitoring. Could help a little but not much. People are excited about SkiSU and
Ram’s Ride Right helps people learn to ride a bike. Spoke is great and we need to
figure out what happens what would happen if we don’t fund Hughes.
Comment: MO- Hughes way would make the most impact on all the students.
Electric bikes and SkiSU and Ram’s Ride Right which reflect on who we are.
E-Bikes wouldn’t want to fund for the convention.
Comment: ZV-E-bikes they do contribute to Platinum Friendly
University-Engineering, Education, Encouragement, Enforcement, Evaluation (5
Criteria). Enforcement is the largest thing in this university that is the most
lacking. Bikes on this campus have really poor behavior and getting extra bike
cops would be better than getting bikes. However, there is not any money for a
new bike cop so increasing the current cops to be bike cops. Covered bike stops
are still on the bottom of the list. Fund three e-bikes and NO Conference.
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Comment: JS- Increasing Ticket prices for SkiSU would increase revenue
$1800 a year. So not sure if we should ask this of a relatively new program.
Q: DA- Will the bike lane be permanent to this plan? Or will it sway depending on
funding for ATFAB.
Comment:DA-Fund everything outside of Hughes way and have a back up plan if
other funding sources fall through. Police on bikes should be funded.
Comment: NF- Covered transit stops isn’t adding any value. Likes the idea for
partial funding for Hughes Way and 2-3 Bikes for CSUPD. Leaves $180K for Hughes
way.
Comment: AW-Enforcement is good for CSU and they don’t want to go back to
student cops because of all the issues. We are right to talk about a lack of biking
etiquette on campus which is why the Ram’s ride right program is so good.
Covered stops are just funny because of the lack of value
Comment: JL- Fund half with ASCSU for the University Ave. Study.
Comment: SkiSU increased ticket prices for the day of. left out of the original
presentation.

VI.
Post Meeting Action Items
Action:
Assigned To:
Clarify CSU PD
Funding(see above)
Figure out what would
Hanna Johnson
happen if we don’t fund
Hughes
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VII.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Motions Ideas
Motion 1- SkiSU partial funding for $25 tickets
Not fund all three E-Bikes
Spoke partial funding
Ram’s Ride Right- continue with donations and reduce funding in
general.
Motions Made:
1. JL- Spoke, SkiSU, Rams Ride Right are fully funded, 3 bikes and the
conference for the CSUPD and half funded with ASCSU on University Ave.
Study.
a. Motion:Josh Lindell
Second: Zack but move discussion to next week.
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